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Last March, the National Telecommunications and 
Information administration (NTIa), an arm of the 

Commerce Department, announced that it intended 
to “transition key Internet domain name functions to 
the global multi-stakeholder community” when the 
current contract with the Internet Corporation for 
assigned Names and Numbers (ICaNN) expires on 
September 30, 2015.1 In its announcement, the NTIa 
made clear that ICaNN would have to meet several 
conditions before it would allow the transition to occur.

ICaNN is in the process of developing a transition 
proposal that will be reviewed and approved by the 
multi-stakeholder community (a term used to describe 
private-sector users as well as others with a stake in 
Internet governance), the ICaNN board of Directors, 
and the NTIa. unfortunately, the announced timelines 
make clear that necessary procedures and reforms 
almost certainly will not be in place before the Com-
merce Department must decide whether to extend its 
contract with ICaNN or let it expire. This decision is 
too important to be made without due consideration 
or before necessary changes are agreed to and imple-
mented. To allow sufficient time for consideration and 
implementation, the Commerce Department should be 
prepared to exercise its option to extend the contract 
with ICaNN for two years, through September 2017.

Cause for Concern
The NTIa’s announcement was initially met with 

cautious support from the business and Internet 
communities, but increasing concerns have arisen 
due to the difficulty of ensuring that ICaNN remains 
free of government control and is accountable to 
individuals, businesses, and others who use or rely 
on the Internet. anticipating that the announced 
transition might cause concern, the NTIa clarified 
in its announcement that it would not let the con-
tract expire unless certain conditions were met.2

Despite the NTIa’s conditions, a number of 
experts voiced concerns about ICaNN’s lack of trans-
parency and accountability and emphasized the 
need to address these weaknesses prior to the transi-
tion.3 The actions of ICaNN in the months following 
the NTIa’s announcement underscored those con-
cerns. For example, last summer, the ICaNN board 
of Directors was poised to approve a bylaw change 
that would have enhanced the influence of the Gov-
ernmental advisory Committee (GaC), which is the 
body through which governments can provide advice 
to ICaNN.4 This proposal united the Internet com-
munity in opposition. because the Internet commu-
nity is notorious for widely disparate opinions, this 
was a remarkable achievement. a similar unified 
response had occurred only once before—in reaction 
to ICaNN’s lack of accountability and transparency.5

at the same time, Congress has repeatedly expressed 
discomfort with the NTIa’s announcement and consid-
ered legislation to analyze, prohibit, or set conditions 
on the transition.6 The Consolidated and Further Con-
tinuing appropriations act, 2015 (H.r. 83), which was 
enacted in December 2014, prohibits the NTIa from 
using any funds to relinquish its “responsibility with 
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respect to the authoritative root zone file and the Inter-
net assigned Numbers authority functions.”7

Addressing Concerns
responding to these calls for security, stability, 

and accountability as part of the transition, ICaNN 
convened two working groups to solicit input from 
the multi-stakeholder community:

 n The IaNa Stewardship Transition Coordina-
tion Group (ICG) was established in June 2014.8 
Thirty individuals from 13 stakeholder constitu-
encies are charged with drafting and submitting 
a proposal on the steps needed to ensure that the 
transition will comply with the requirements 
outlined by the NTIa.

 n The ICaNN accountability and Governance 
Cross Community Working Group (CCWG) was 
established in October 2014 after the multi-stake-
holder community strongly criticized ICaNN’s 

original proposal for an ICaNN-appointed 
experts group.9 The CCWG is charged with devel-
oping “proposals that would enhance ICaNN’s 
accountability towards all stakeholders” after the 
u.S. role ends. It has identified two work streams: 
those accountability mechanisms that must be in 
place or committed to prior to the transition and 
those that are important but can wait until after 
the transition to be implemented.10

Working group participants, including one of the 
authors of this paper, are trying to develop recom-
mendations that address the areas of concern and 
have broad support in the multi-stakeholder commu-
nity, but arriving at an effective proposal acceptable 
to the disparate Internet community is challenging.

Tight Timelines
The ICG plans to deliver its final proposal to the 

NTIa for review and presumed acceptance on July 
31.11 The CCWG has set a deadline of June 30 for 
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delivering its recommendations to the board.12 How-
ever, the NTIa would be unlikely to make a final deci-
sion before receiving the proposal of the ICG on July 
31. These timelines create several complications:

 n even if the ICG and CCWG proposals were trans-
mitted to the NTIa on July 31, the NTIa would 
have, at most, a month to assess the propos-
als before the august 31 deadline for notifying 
ICaNN if it decides to extend the contract.13

 n Congress is scheduled to be in recess in august. 
Thus, the proposal will be submitted and a deci-
sion will be made by the NTIa while Congress, 
which has expressed great interest in this issue, 
will not be able to exercise oversight by question-
ing the NTIa, ICaNN, or industry experts at a 
formal hearing, thoroughly assessing the pro-
posal, or adopting legislation expressing support 
or opposition.

 n It is very likely that one or both of the working 
group proposals will require amendments to 
ICaNN’s bylaws. Past practice indicates that that 
process would involve multiple steps and take at 
least a month even if everything were expedited 
and no objections were raised.14 If the community 
raises significant concerns during the comment 
process, it could force revisions and a second pub-
lic comment period.

In sum, the tight timeline provides only a month 
for the NTIa and Congress, during recess, to assess 

the transition proposal. Moreover, since ICaNN will 
wait to implement major reforms until after the NTIa 
notifies the organization that they are acceptable, 
even if the NTIa approves the proposal, there is vir-
tually no chance that critical and binding reforms to 
ICaNN will be adopted and in effect before the NTIa 
must decide to extend the contract or let it expire.

Extending the Contract Likely Necessary
both NTIa administrator Lawrence Strickling 

and ICaNN CeO Fade Chehade have insisted that 
September 30 is a goal, not a deadline.15 administra-
tor Strickling underscored this point in January 2015:

I want to reiterate again that there is no hard and 
fast deadline for this transition. September 2015 
has been a target date because that is when the 
base period of our contract with ICaNN expires. 
but this should not be seen as a deadline. If the 
community needs more time, we have the abil-
ity to extend the IaNa functions contract for up 
to four years. It is up to the community to deter-
mine a timeline that works best for stakehold-
ers as they develop a proposal that meets NTIa’s 
conditions, but also works.16

Once the NTIa’s contract with ICaNN expires 
so does its ability to ensure changes are made. This 
matter merits serious consideration by Congress, 
the NTIa, ICaNN, and the multi-stakeholder com-
munity. The truncated timeline creates unneces-
sary pressure to make a hasty decision before all of 
the necessary changes will be fully implemented.
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The u.S. should be prepared to relieve this pres-
sure by exercising its option to extend the contract 
with ICaNN through September 2017. Moreover, it 
should not wait until the last minute when pressure 
will be highest to accept a partial or substandard 
proposal. When it is clear that the working groups 
will not produce an acceptable or final proposal with 
ample time for a thorough review by NTIa and Con-
gress, the NTIa should notify ICaNN of its deci-
sion to extend the contract. Only after an acceptable 
transition proposal is offered and all the necessary 
reforms to ICaNN are adopted and in effect should 
the u.S. agree to end the contract.
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